
Writing about ‘The Incoming Tide’ - 

I was wondering about how our perception of Olive changes throughout the story. She is 
the not-yet-aged teacher to be respected when you are 13 – feared and loved; she is an 
elephant with a trunk; she is somebody who can change the way the seat is fixed 
although it isn’t her car; somebody you don’t invite in and yet you don’t want her to 
leave later; she can move like a young girl…….
How might Kevin remember this later?

What does Kevin remember of frightening Patty, going to Patty’s house and playing with 
her?

How does Patty explain to her husband that she made a mistake when she was gathering 
the flowers?

What does Olive tell Henry about her conversation with Kevin?

What would Kevin’s next application for a job in a new town look like?

Where did Kevin get the gun from?

The lifeguard’s weather report – sighting Patty, too.
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